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  OUR RECENT PROJECTS COMPLETED

NDMC
New Delhi Municipal Council 

(NDMC) on February 28, 2016 has 

installed more than 260 smart trash 

cans in CP area as part of the Swachh 

Bharat Abhiyan.

The first phase of installation of more 

than 260 stainless steel trash cans 

started from public plaza and the 

radial roads around the market. 

 

The webbed pattern allows thorough 

visibility and ensures safety. These are 

also fixed to the ground to avoid theft.

These bins will be covered by a 

transparent bag, to prevent spillage.

We welcome Ms. Milly Banerjee(HO) and Mr. Amit Kumar 

Mishra(HO) 

to UTTAM family.

Mr. Narendra Baban Wagh(Pune), Ms. Gayatri Ramdas Gholap(Pune),

New
Joinees

  RECENTLY AWARDED PROJECTS 

West Kenya 

Sugar 

Company

Limited

Kakamega

Naitiri

Complete Milling
 Plant with 4 nos. 
40”*80” sized Mills

Complete Milling
 Plant with 4 nos. 
40”*80” sized Mills

2016

2016

UNIT DETAILS EXPECTED COMPLETIONPROJECT NAME

 NEW HAPPENINGS 

webbed and have been designed 

in consultation with the Delhi Police

“This is a step towards making the NDMC 
area clean, smart and liveable. Trash cans 
are the most important aspect of 
cleanliness at public places,” said Naresh 

Kumar, NDMC Chairman.

The new trash cans are unique in the 

way that they are transparent and 

(HO) (PUNE)

Dear Uttam Team Members,

At the outset, let me thank all of you for the 
overwhelming response to the inaugural issue 
of “UTTeAM UNITE”. We have not only received 
contributions but also some great ideas and
suggestions from our team. It's really heartening 
to see such enthusiasm and creativity from the
employees. It was fun seeing the lighter and
'creative' side of all of you all ! Of course, it 
would be wonderful to also hear from the silent 
ones. Because more than a newsletter, this is a 
platform to get to know all of us better and a 
very useful one – as the Uttam Team is growing 
bigger and bigger.

As we start a new financial year, I am sure each 
one of you is geared up to transform the Uttam 
vision into reality. It's also the time of the year 
where we individually can look back and see 
what we have achieved in the last 365 days – 
not only on the professional front but also 
personally and also as a human being too ! 
Of course, last but not the least, it is also 
Appraisal Time and the process is going to start 
shortly. Appraisal is a two way process as it not 
only allows your seniors to objectively assess 
your performance of previous year but also 
gives you an opportunity to introspect and do 
the self-assessment.  It is an ideal time to reflect 
on the performance that was and look forward 
to the performance that all of you have the
inherent potential to deliver.

Let's continue working as a Team. And let's 
together create foot-prints in our lives journey's
that we look back on with pride. And joy !  
 
Best Wishes,

Sanjiv Gulati                                                                                                                                         

MD’S MESSAGE
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ACHIEVEMENT OF
UTTAM SCHOOL
IN LAST YEAR 2015

Our school also bagged the trophy for Overall 

Outstanding Presentation for Project Citizen, USA   

The Uttam story would be incomplete 
without mentioning the Uttam School 
for Girls. A philanthropic venture, run 
by the Uttam Charitable Trust, the 
school has produced women 
achievers in all fields. It also has a 
very empathetic community outreach 
programme that has brought 
empowerment to many a girl child. 

Babuji’s vision of school-
Educating the girl-child not only with 
the grace & glory of womanhood, 
but also the temperament of a 
Global Citizen” has been the 
cornerstone of our schools’ values.

Founded in 1994, it is now the 

Number 1 Girls School in the entire 

Delhi NCR region!! Our students, 

teachers have made us proud with 

several amazing awards and 

achievements in 2015, here are 

some of them:

 

Mrs. Madhu Sengupta was awarded 

the “International Award for Young 

People” by Duke of Edinburgh in 

recognition of special service which 

encourages young people to 

volunteer their time to and understand 

the benefits of this service to their 

community.  

(The school has been awarded by Microsoft since 2012)

International Schools Award by the British Council  

Mrs. Nita Saini - 

President's Award 

for Excellence in 

Teaching for 

Sanskrit

2. IAYP- International Award for Young 

People  awarded by the Duke of 
Edinburgh's Award International 
Foundation, UK. The aim is to motivate

young people to become involved 

in a non-competitive program of 

voluntary activities which encourage 

personal discovery and growth, 

self-reliance, perseverance, 

responsibility to themselves and 

service to their community.

3.Project Citizen  A curricular program

that is designed to help students 

learn how to monitor and influence 

public policy, develop support for 

democratic values and tolerance. 

Our students won several medals at CBSE

held in Kanpur & CBSE Athletics Cluster in Meerut 

 Swimming clusters 

1.International Schools Award by The 

British Council is a bench marking 

scheme that accredits schools as 

having an outstanding level of support

for nurturing global citizenship in 

young people.

2

 UTTAM SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
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OVERCOMING OF FEAR                                                                                 BY NITIN MALHOTRA 

UTTAM GROUP COMPANY ACHIEVEMENTS-BARKATPUR MILL

Introduction of new cane varieties has increased sugar recovery by an additional 1% (compared to last year)

 

Plant balancing to crush maximum of 7500 TCD (from 7000 TCD) and Boiler resulting in higher sugar recovery 

& high quality sugar (<100 ICUMSA)

Uttam’s largest batch type Centrifugal ever (1750 kg/ charge) commissioned successfully

Boiler efficiency increased resulting in export of more power to grid.

   

FEAR, this four letter word brings out the worst emotions in us. The fear of failure (both natural and conditional) forces us to stay 

in our comfort zone and repeatedly stops us from achieving our life goals.  Here is my recent story of overcoming one such fear.

In March, I planned a trip to Rishikesh with few of my office colleagues. After some local exploration and seeing the beautiful 

Ganges, we decided to try river rafting. As expected, some of us were nervous and refused. But finally everyone agreed and 

we took the 16km ride from Shivpuri to Ram Jhulla. Even mother nature supported us by sending down rains which provided us

respite from the harsh sun. The rafting stretch was divided in six rapids and covered four different grades. With every successful 

roller coaster rapid experience, everyone's fear started reducing and we all actually started enjoying the river and the cool 

refreshing water. 

At the end of the rafting, we got an opportunity to try another challenge - Cliff Jumping!! Feeling nervous, I looked down at the 

flowing Ganges and suddenly, my legs felt like noodles. The longer I looked, the more frightened I became. However, since I had 

decided to confront my fear, I jumped off the cliff and plunged into the deep cold water of the Ganges. Those few seconds in 

the air were a blur and the cold water jolted me into reality. Surprisingly, it felt amazing after the jump and floating in the middle 

of the mighty Ganges. whole experience was so exhilarating and surreal. I felt both numb and happy as I had just overcome 

my fear. It was so much fun that I went back and jumped again off the cliff again.

On my return journey, I introspected how much such fears hold people(including me) back. When 

I took the plunge, it was exhilarating and I realized that all the fears I had envisioned 

were all my own imagination (none of the outcomes of the fear was real). Don't we all 

create such imaginary fears in every aspect of our life.  However, the whole 

experience taught me a lesson - “Rapids and cliffs are like challenges in 

our winding journey of life.”  It is our choice whether we 

choose to use every opportunity to confront such 

challenges or remain rooted in our imaginary 

consequences. 

Every time I overcome any 

fear, I appreciate Abraham Lincoln's 

famous quote - it's not the years in your life 
that count but it's the life in your years that 
counts will be reinforced.”

 “
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FOUNDERS DAY

“work is worship” 

has been his mantra; 

the rising sun 

- his God;

determination 

& 

persistence 

- his symbols.

 FOUNDERS DAY 
15 MARCH

by Ruskin Bond

We teach them new methods 
of cultivating sugarcane so 
much so that it more than 
doubles the yield from the 
same acreage. 

Simultaneously we also 
demonstrate to them the 
inter-cropping technique 
where in they can grow 
cash crops like 
vegetables, lentils,
cereals, etc. between 
rows of sugarcane there
by increasing the net 
income from the farm.

The Uttam Group since 
2003 has garnered an 
extensive presence in the 
African continent. Our work 
here can be defined by three 
E's- Expertise, Experience and 
Empowerment. The changing 
times and trends have only 
strengthened our founder's 
vision "To be a globally respected 
high-performance engineering 
Organization offering engineering 
products and turnkey services 
conforming to the tenets of UTTAM 
Quality". 

when asked for the secret of his success. he said, ‘Believe in yourself. Do not give in to self-doubt. 

If you have any doubts about a new venture, do not embark on it. From an early age you must 

have a goal In life. otherwise  you will lose your way

The Uttam Group of Companies 
were founded by Uttam Chand 
Adlakha who came to India  
from Pakistan in 1947. He 
started his career as a labourer 
in a sugar factory, where he 
learnt to operate the lathe 
machine. Soon he set up his 
own small workshop to 
fabricate spares for the sugar 
factories, eventually 
manufacturing equipment and 
graduating to setting up more 
than 18 complete sugar plants 
on a turnkey basis, with support 
from his sons, Raj Kumar, Rajan 
and Ranjan Adlakha.

In 2001, Uttam’s first sugar 
factory was set up followed by 
3 more and we now operate 
4 sugar factories wherein apart 
from producing refined sugar, 
we also produce alcohol and 
power.

The thrust of our business has 
been in equipping the farmers 
with long term benefits of being 
a part of the sugar industry. 

SHRI UTTAM CHAND ADLAKHA 
(1927-2009)

We celebrated Founders Day  on March 15.  

Every year on this day, we distribute  to all our 

employees to rejoice & celebrate Babuji’ s gift to all of us.

 Sugar and Sweets 
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Birthday:   

Home town: 

School: 

College: 

Spouse Name:      

Name of Kids: 

What is your philosophy towards work?

 14 April 1964

Ghaziabad / Noida

Ingraham Institute (Yes, there were no DPS 

then!)

Hans Raj College

Mrs. Ashima Gulati 

Shivika & Sadhika

 

The canteen and the bread-pakoras.

 

Got it with great difficulty!

Returned it to the employer – 

 – he's the 

best human being in the whole world, and even at 

78 he has a zeal for life and is completely 

independent.

 There is a 

life beyond work – we all need to find time to 

discover that life.

Yes, I would 

love to start my career with my current designation!

“Make mine large !!!”

When you discover the real “ ” – in work or 

otherwise.

On-field or Off ?

So many -they 

wouldn't be dreams otherwise, wouldn't they ?

What did you like best about school/college?

Who is the person you admire the most and what 

you remember about him? 

If you could start all over again, would you 

change your career path in any way? 

What is your favourite quotation? 

According to you, what is the definition of Success ? 

Which is your favourite sport? 

Are there any unfulfilled dreams? 

Let us know a little about your first job.

What did you do with your first paycheck? 

saying that the figure 

needed two more zeros.

My father

you

Any day in past you would like to relive again.

What is the biggest challenge in your role? 

What is one thing that you want younger 

generation to learn which they are lacking now? 

One advice you remember, someone would have 

given you when you started your career?

What is your biggest strength? 

  

How do you like to spend your leisure time? 

If you could be anywhere in the world right now, 

where would you be? 

What's the last book you have read?

What is your favourite childhood memory? 

If a genie granted you 3 wishes, what would you 

wish for? 

 

Yes, the monthly pay-day !

The feeling 

that I CAN make a difference!

Changing peoples' attitudes of 

You mean to say, MY generation ???? 

 

Don't work hard– only donkeys do that – instead, 

work smart.

My belief that I 

CAN do it.

What's that ?

I wish I could be in India, 

at home !

 After The 

Crash (Noval by Michel Bussi)

Summer vacations – spending those 40/45 days 

with hundreds of cousins at grandparents' houses.

Another 3 !

Home-cooked

Any that I've seen with the 

family.

What do you mean only 2 ????

What inspires you to work every day? 

“ho jayega”

Perfectionist Describe yourself in one word…

Your Favorite food…

Your Favorite Movie…

Two Things you wish to change in your life.. 

If you were left in the woods with only the items in 

this room, what would you build?

What qualities you expect from employees? 

What was the last gift someone gave you?

Best memory/ time in UTTAM… 

Any message for all the employees…

 

 

 

I don't need the 

things in this or any room to build on my dreams.

Failed at getting into the IIMs 

(there used to be only A, B and C then, not like the 

hundreds we have now). Got admission into IMT !

Respect for time – it is something that once lost, 

never ever comes back.

Honesty to ones self – above all !

  

The ones they use I can't share on this forum !

 

The only one I remember is this life that my parents 

gave me – and I mean more than just birth.

I'm hating doing this Q & A 

business.

Has not come… 

working towards it !

Let me know an example when you failed at 

something. How did you react and how did you 

overcome failure?

What would you like to change (positively) in our 

organization, and how would you do that?

What 3 adjectives would your friends/colleagues 

use to describe you?

Tell me one thing about yourself that you wouldn't 

want us to know…

You need to ask them.

All of you 

have so much potential – just unleash it to make 

yourselves better persons, better professionals and  

help create an organization that you can be really, 

really proud of !!
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HAPPY HOLI                    BY VIKAS PERLA
 

 

The religious 

tradition of 

burning 'Holika

dahan' comes 

mainly from this

legend. Another

legend speaks 

of Radha and 

Krishna which 

describes the 

extreme delight 

Krishna took in 

applying colour 

on Radha and other gopis. Also, 

popular is the legend of Ogress 

Dhundhi who used to trouble 

children in the kingdom of Raghu 

and was ultimately chased away by 

the pranks of the children. 

               oday, a festival means you 

               get a holiday and you wake 

               up late. Then you eat a lot of 

               (junk) food, consume 

               intoxicants, play cards, go for 

a movie or watch television at home. To 

ensure that such things do not occur, our 

ancestors devised festivals like Holi .

Holi is an opportunity for the whole 

community to come together and 

celebrate the coming of spring and 

bountiful harvest with great joy and 

enthusiasm. Holi helps to strengthen the 

secular fabric of our country as it is 

celebrated by all immaterial of caste or 

religion or economic status with a spirit 

of bonhomie and brotherhood. 

It also reassures people of the power of 

the truth and the ultimate victory of good 

over evil. In addition to this socio-cultural 

significance, there are several religious 

and biological aspects that makes Holi 

very significant in our lives.

T

Biological Significance

During this time of the year due to 

climatic change, people have a 

tendency to feel lazy and are prone 

to illness. To counteract this tardiness

 

 

When Holika (ritualistic fire) is burnt, 

ambient temperature rises and when 

people perform Parikrama

(circumambulation) around the fire, the 

heat from the fire kills the bacteria in 

the vicinity and helps cleanse the body 

too. In the past, natural herbal colors 

were used such as turmeric mixed with 

lentil (besan) flour, soaked grated beet 

roots and blend of spinach/mint leaves 

etc.

 

These colors were then sprayed on 

each other during celebrations. When 

the colors came in contact with the skin, 

minerals and vitamins would then enter 

through the pores of the skin 

rejuvenating and strengthening the 

whole body. In Southern India, people 

apply ash (Vibhuti) after the burning of 

Holika on their forehead with 

sandalwood paste to promote good 

health. Unfortunately today, the use of 

inorganic colors, adulteration and 

intoxication have made a mockery and 

travesty of this wonderful gift from our 

ancestors. People also clean-up their 

houses which helps in getting rid of all 

the bacteria accumulated during the 

winter months. 

Mythological Significance

Foremost is the legend of Prahlad & 

Hiranyakshyap. Hiranyakshyap, who 

considered himself as God and wanted 

everybody to worship him. However, his 

son, Prahlad refused to accept him as 

God and worshipped Lord Vishnu. To 

get rid of his son, he asked his sister, 

Holika to enter a fire with Prahlad in 

her lap since Holika had a boon to 

enter fire unscathed. However, 

Prahlad was saved by his extreme 

devotion to Vishnu while Holika paid 

a price for her evil desire. 

of the body, people are encouraged to 

sing and dance thereby rejuvenating 

the body. The change of season also 

induces growth of bacteria in the 

atmosphere as well as in the body.

The Festival of ColorsHOLI
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By Vikas Perla 

CELEBRATIONS AT  (NOIDA)HEAD OFFICE

UTTAM’S GOT TALENT- HOLI FUN

The theme for the event was "Music- 

Everyone's Favourite".The event witnessed 

active participation from employees 

who made the function an enjoyable 

experience for all. 

Our star singers gave the fantastic 

performances. Prakash Chander 

presented “Jab koi baat bigad jaye” 

whereas Pradosh Nair sang very nicely 

“Raat kali koi khwab mein aayi”.

When the evening was so beautiful, 

then, how could girls won't participate!  

We also had some guest appearances. 

Mr. Dikkar made the evening more 

wonderful by his act with Punjabi songs.

Mr. Ravindra Jayawant added spice 

in the event with his lovely Shayari. 

 

Milly  Banerjee mesmerized everyone 

with her performance on Semi classical 

dance on the song of “Bajirao Mastani. 

Milly for her dance and Ashok Kumar 

for his song “khata to jab ho hum hale dil 

kisi se bayaan karein” received the “Best 

Performance Award”.

 

Poonam Singh came on stage with an 

outstanding musical performance “udd 
ja kale kawa tere muuh wich khand 

pava” from movie GADAR. Mona Garg 

sang beautifully ”ye raatein nayi purani” 

and everyone was lost in the melody. 

 

Mr. Ajai Kumar made everyone sing 

“Eena meena deeka” with him. Mr 

Aseem Srivastav (ex- employee) also 

sang an old melodious song of Kishor 

Kumar.

It was a real treat for the eyes and ears 

to witness employees performing 

awesomely with their melodious voice 

and the breathe-taking dance.

New Year

Bash  Lohri
Happy

Uttam’s

          

                

  Got

  Talent

Holi 

   
 Hai!
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CELEBRATIONS - BRAZIL CARNIVAL                                                             BY RACHEL RAMALHO

Carnival in Brazil is the most famous 

and also the biggest carnival in the 

world. Different cities celebrate this 

week long festival in their own unique 

way. The whole nation gets together for 

celebrations dancing to the sound of 

Samba Music wearing masks and 

colorful costumes. 

Carnival´s origin is Catholic but is also 

rooted in European pagan traditions. 

People frolic and enjoy what is to be 

the last day of eating meat and drinking 

alcohol before start of Lent. Lent 

lasts for 40 days, in commemoration of 

the 40 days Jesus spent fasting in the 

desert. 

The celebration is so huge in Brazil, that 

a year is divided into two parts: 

before and after Carnival! For 

Brazilians, the year actually starts after 

Carnival not on January 1! 

Carnival is a legitimate opportunity to 

let go of self and forget all the day to 

day worries. 

Basically, Carnival is a temporary 

escape into a fantasy world! Rio De 

Janeiro hosts the most extravagant 

Carnival celebrations and features more

 than 100 block parades. Most of the 

parades are supported by the students 

and staff of the city's samba schools 

from the FAVELAS - the poorest urban 

slums. More than 300 bands participate 

in the revelry representing every locality 

in the city.

 

Bahia´s (located in the country's north 

eastern region) celebration is also very

well- known and incorporates African 

influences from the U.S. Black Pride 

Movement denouncing oppression and 

racism by integrating reggae and 

African rhythms with samba music and 

dancing. 

Native Indian groups derive their style 

from the United States' Western movies 

and dress up as Native Americans, 

adopting Native American names 

throughout the celebration. 

By Vikas Perla By Vikas Perla 

TEST YOUR SUGAR IQ
Please email your answers to 

uttamunite@usipl.com by 
MAY 31, 2016. 

Entries after 31st May will 
not be eligible. 

Special prizes will be awarded 
for top two entries. 

Answers and winners will 
be announced in next 

newsletter. 

BY VIKAS PERLA 

1.What are the five basic tastes?

2.What is glycemic index?  

3.What is Ageusia? 

5.Name a variety of sugar, commonly used in baking. 

6.Name the African countries where Uttam has done business. 

7.Which state of India is the largest producer of sugar?

8.How many people work directly in the sugar industry (excluding agriculture) in India?  

9.Which is the largest sugar producing company in India? 

10.Which country has the most productive sugarcane farms (tonnes/hectare)? 

4.What is the sugar that is much finer than granulated sugar called? 

They love it! 

Kids dress up in costumes 

and enjoy the matinees at the club.

 In the picture, Rachel Ramalho’s  daughter Lorena (in pink)  



  12 MARCH 2016
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OFFICE TRIP                                                                                            BY RAVINDRA JAYAWANT

                                      
TRIP TO MAHABALESHWAR 

(PUNE TEAM) 

With childlike enthusiasm and 

anticipation, we started our day early. 

All Uttamites boarded the caravan 

along with our ever smiling event 

managers. Our fun was ever more 

multiplied by the presence of two of 

the cutest toddlers, who kept us 

entertained throughout the day.

The caravan pushed along with songs 

ringing in the air (prompted by key 

words from our event managers) and 

in between the team was compelled 

to listen to my “Engineering 

Shayari”. Everyone eventually got into 

the grove when several songs from the 

evergreen “OLD is GOLD” melodies 

were added. 

We reached the Table Land at 

Panchagani where lots of laughter, fun 

and camaraderie were at witness as 

we played several games. The team 

spirit was so palpable that we had 

several onlookers enjoying the 

spectacle.    

We visited the famous temple where 

King Shivaji's mother was weighed by 

equal quantity of gold.  After that we 

visited several places including the 

source of the five rivers, Arthur seat, 

Tiger spring points etc. where we also 

got to see wildlife from very close 

proximity.

Fun & games continued with even more 

funny games after a sumptuous lunch.

We then went on a boating excursion on

the ever clear Venna Lake. 

 

Lots of sweet strawberries were 

purchased and eaten. Then we visited 

the Mapro garden where the fruit pulp 

is squeezed and preserved in 

traditional way.

We knew that everyone would be tired 

on the return journey. So we 

completed the prize distribution before 

everyone drowsed off to sleep while 

coming back. The wonderful day 

culminated in a elaborate dinner 

before we reached the outskirts of 

Pune. 

We all including our families were so 

happy that we were all able to enjoy 

our day as the UTTAM family. 

We look forward to make this a yearly 

tradition that can be associated with 

the UTTAM FOUNDERS' DAY 

celebrations.
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BIRTHDAYS

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY

APRIL

CHANDAN GUPTA (Noida)  

SURESH CHAND   (Noida)

R P SINGH    (Noida)

SACHIN BATRA   (Noida)

SANJIV GULATI   (Noida)

ARUN KUMAR   (Noida)

3

10

11

13

14

15

21

22ABHAY KR.  SONI (Noida)  

AJAY SINGH   (Noida)

ANTONIO 
  

PEREIRA (LA)  21

RACHEL RAMALHO (LA)  

MEHANDI HASSAN(Eithopia)  

ASHOK KUMAR   (Noida)

J.D.D.BALAN   (Chennai)

3

4

5

5

S. KARTHICK (Chennai)  

MANISH TYAGI   (Noida)

S.RAJASEKAR   
  

(Noida)

RADHEY SHYAM (Noida) 
G. KULKARNI (Pune)   

VIVEKANAND  
  

(Noida)

13

19

19

26

26

27

R.M. HOLAM (Pune)
  
GOPAL PANDA  (Noida)

AMIT PRAKASH   (Noida)

ASHOK M KHAKE (Pune)  

SANDEEP KUMAR   (Noida)

SHRIPAL SINGH   (Noida)

BASANT TRIPATHY   (Noida)

AMIT MISRA   (Noida)

R.DINESH KUMAR (Chennai)

GOVIND JOSHI (Noida)

SANJAY SHARMA (Noida)

MANOJ JUYAL (Noida)

PRAKASH CHANDER(Noida)

MANI GOEL (Noida)

DHOOM SINGH (Noida)

1

1

1

4

5

5

7

12

12

12

15

15

15

21

28

AJAI KUMAR (Noida) 29

MAY JUNE

Congratulations to Mr. R Dinesh Kumar &

Ms. Sudha.A  who got married 

on Feb 21, 2016 
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By Vikas Perla 

“My stay with Uttam for the last 5 
years has been quite enjoyable 
and challenging and I have 
learned a lot from my superiors as 
well as my colleagues during my 
stay. While being able to further 
hone my skills, I have also learnt 
many new aspects of my area of 
work as well as other affiliated 
areas. What has been most 
satisfying, is the fact that I have 
been given ample opportunity and 
conducive working atmosphere 
which has helped me in 
contributing positively to the
growth of the company and this 
has also resulted in my individual 
growth as a professional.”

WORK ANNIVERSARIES

Anchal ShankerSharad Bhise

Sushma Jangam Tony Bosco

THE MOST PUNCTUAL EMPLOYEE OF THE QUARTER

JANUARY
Aravind K, Poonam Singh, Sonu

FEBRUARY
Basant Kr Tripathy, Suresh Chand

MARCH
Suresh Chand

“Value for knowledge and integrity 
happens only at UTTAM Group. 
So may ups and downs keep 
coming in our professional lives.
But during my career with Uttam 
Group I have never faced a single
 “down moment “. Visit to foreign 
countries like Vietnam only become 
possible at UTTAM. The best day 
of my professional life was, when 
our company won the award from 
the White Nile project. The 
“Celebration & Party” on this 
recognition was really memorable
one. I always feel proud to be the 
part of the best multinational 
company in the field of sugar.”

“It’s my honor to share my
experience on completion of my 5 
years with Uttam Group. I have 
many happy moments shared with 
each and every staff member. I am 
thankful for the Understanding, 
Care & Support which I have 
received during my tenure in the 
company. I still remember, when I 
joined Uttam Group I had a very 
limited knowledge about Sugar
Industry. But when my senior came 
to know about this, they planned 
for an official trip to Uttam Sugar 
Mill Unit where we got opportunity
to learn many new things about the 
work we do. This helped me in 
giving better output in my work. 
Once again I thank Uttam team
and wish it becomes one of the top
most company of the industry.”

The journey with the Uttam Group 
has been memorable. The 
atmosphere of cohesion, 
coordination & cooperation is 
something that I admire. I got an 
opportunity to learn something new
besides my existing Knowledge. I 
joined here as an office executive 
but got  opportunity to work in 
Design & Engg. as well. This helped
me to prove my potential in technical 
field too. This is highly satisfying. My 
boss is my inspiration. I have been 
treated very well during my tenure. 
This has enabled me to work free of 
stress. I always feel that I am 
working with my family. At last I 
would say, “To understand something 
you need knowledge, but to feel 
something you need understanding 
and experience”.
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ANSWERS TO ENVIRONMENTAL QUIZ

ANSWERS TO YOUCANBEFUNNY.COM

Winners

Winners

 1. Cigarette Butts
 2. Agriculture
 3. Fashion
 4. Human Being
 5. Styrofoam (Polystrene) 
 6. Delhi, Patna, Gawalior
 7. Indoor because air quality
     is worst during winters due 
     to SMOG (Smoke+ Fog)
 8. Online Shopping only if it
     is less than 9 items.
 
 

10. Only 1, i.e. the day he 
      born
11. None because wall is 
      already built by another 8
12. 6(All are under my custody)
13. 70
14. All months
15. Because those two were 
      married ones. 

9. By sleeping at night

1. NAVDEEP SHARMA 

    (15/15)

2. SANDEEP KUMAR SHAH

    (11/15)

1. MONA GARG (7/10)

2. NAVDEEP SHARMA (6/10)

3. SANDEEP KUMAR SHAH

    (5/10)

  9. Treaddle Pump (Foot 
      powered pump)
10. Jammu & Kashmir

 
 

1. Elephant
2. Fear of long words 
3. dogs
4. Tom
5. Harpadon Nehereus Fish  
6. Holes
7. Because electric trains
    runs on electricity not on 
    coal/ diesel engines. 
8. Because they live at opposite 
    poles. Eskimos at north pole 
    and penguins at south pole.

Reena Singh

Sanjiv Gulati

Vikas Perla
Aseem Nath Tripathi

From The Editorial Team

This is your Newsletter and
your contribution & feedback 
will help us make it better. In
addition, don’t forget the best 
entries published will receive 
special awards and of course, 
credits! 

SHORTLISTED SUGGESTIONS 

SUGGESTION SCHEME

                                 SUGGESTION                         STATUS           SUGGESTED BY                       

Disposal of Old & battered inventories (e.g. 

Generator & motorcycle) lying in backyard since

long time and occupying significant space. 

Utilisation of rough/one side used pages in the 

form of binded notebooks.

SANDEEP KUMAR SHAH
(QA/QC - HO)

YUDHVEER SINGH
(PROJECT MANAGEMENT - 

HO)

RANA PRATAP SINGH
(INTERNATIONAL 

MARKETING - 
HO)

Eco- friendly plantation in office: e.g.

mother-in-law tongue that increase oxygen 

content & Lemon grass that is mosquito repellent.

To be implemented 

For the quarter Apr- Jun 2016, we once again invite each one of you to make a
difference & improve our workplace & our working environment. 
Submit your ideas & be a true WINNER !!

Remember- The last date for submission is May 31, 2016.

FROM THE EDITORIAL TEAM

To be implemented 

To be implemented 

Mail your suggestions to

suggestions@usipl.com

Designed By: Neeraj Kumar


